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T
he St. Louis Metropol-

itan Society Alliance

and SLMMS have a

long history of productive col-

laboration. In this president’s

column, I would like to make

readers aware of a promising

new educational program sponsored by both or-

ganizations called Voices of Excellence. 

The Voices of Excellence program is being piloted

at Loyola Academy in midtown St. Louis. Its goal

is to improve written and spoken literacy in dis-

advantaged sixth, seventh and eighth-grade boys

attending Loyola during the summer session.

This program is born of an awareness of defi-

cient written and spoken language arts skills in

Missouri identified by SLMMS Alliance Commu-

nity Outreach Coordinator, Claire Applewhite,

during years judging statewide youth competi-

tions for the St. Louis Writer’s Guild. The program

is supported from the Alliance by president Sue

Ann Greco and immediate past president Angela

Zylka, and from Loyola Academy by principal

Katherine Petron and president Eric Clark.

Each boy is challenged to write an essay and

present the result in the form of a speech to a

panel of volunteer PhD level speech and debate

judges. The sixth-grade topic is, “Qualities Ad-

mired Most in Myself and Others.” The seventh-

grade topic is, “My Perfect Utopia.” The eighth-

grade boys will present, “Pressing Social Prob-

lems in St. Louis.” 

Three winners will be chosen at each grade

level by the panel of volunteer judges, all of

whom are retired educators. These nine stu-

dents will be recognized in personal letters of

congratulations by sponsors from the Medical

Society. Each winner will also receive a small

trophy and will be treated to a luncheon at the

Sportsman’s Grille at the downtown location of

the Missouri Athletic Club. The luncheon for the

boys is being underwritten by the St. Louis So-

ciety for Medical and Scientific Education.

During the luncheon, each boy will give his

winning speech to the program faculty and to the

officers of the MAC Toastmaster’s Club. A new

sport coat, shirt and tie will be provided for each

boy by the St. Louis University High School

Mother’s Club for the occasion. The boys will be

made honorary new members of the Toastmas-

ter’s Club.

Excitement is running high about the program

among both the students and the faculty of the

school. The contest provides the incentive to study

and work to improve speech and language skills. In

the end, everyone wins. All participants were rec-

ognized at a cake and ice cream celebration and re-

ceived certificates of participation on July 28. 

Already plans are being made to incorporate

the lessons learned from this pilot program into

the Loyola Academy curriculum. Two other area

schools have expressed interest in participating

in future Voices of Excellence programs. The state of

Missouri is offering a grant to continue the pro-

gram next year.

One of the missions of SLMMS and the

SLSMSE educational foundation is to support ac-

ademic excellence and community leadership.

Neither is possible without effective communica-

tion skills. It is the hope that programs like Voices

of Excellence can lay the foundations for tomorrow’s

leaders and, perhaps, future physicians.

• • •

”
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Voices of Excellence

“The contest
provides the
incentive to

study and work
to improve
speech and

language skills.
In the end,

everyone wins.

SLMMS Pres ident ’s  Column

Medical Society President 
Thomas A. Applewhite, MD
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A
n article appearing in the April 20, 2011, JAMA
entitled "The Ice Cream Man" caught my eye re-

cently. The author, Michael Postow, MD, relates

his experience as a third-year medical student with a

terminally ill man and an insightful intervention with a

bowl of vanilla ice cream. While I doubt the author in-

tended to write about palliative care medicine, he gives

us a poignant illustration of some of the most impor-

tant features of palliative care.

"The Ice Cream Man" story deals with pivotal communi-

cation, attention to symptom management, understand-

ing the patient's goals of effective palliation, and the

medical student's taking the initiative to serve a patient.

As physicians we often struggle to adhere to these tenets

of medicine as we strive to care for individuals with chronic

illnesses within the limits of time and resources. 

While cure and prolongation of productive life is every

patient's highest aspiration, many with chronic illnesses

are not cured despite optimal medical care. Patients with

chronic heart, lung and renal diseases, neurologic disor-

ders and metastatic cancer deserve a patient-centered ap-

proach to palliative care and support from the time of

diagnosis to the end of life. Effective palliative care for

such individuals is as important a goal as cure.

Recognizing the need for palliative care, most American

hospitals have developed effective programs which have

now become the standard of care for incurable chronic ill-

nesses. The shift in exclusive focus from curative therapies

to palliation has received much attention in medical and

nursing research, training and development of coordi-

nated care models. Integration of inpatient care with ef-

fective outpatient services such as extended care facilities,

hospice and home care programs, is essential to manage

patients' needs through a continuum of care for chronic

illnesses from diagnosis to death.

By understanding patients’ goals, establishing effective

communication and coordinating outpatient care, we can

be more confident that a patient's palliative care needs

have been met. While individual patient care remains our

highest priority, institutional needs and societal concerns

are important secondary considerations for a palliative

care program. 

At a recent meeting of nine of the established hospital-

based palliative care programs in the St. Louis area, we

learned about the substantial interest and commitment

to patients in all of the institutions. The great diversity of

services provided by inpatient palliative care programs

and the coordination of care outside the hospital was ap-

parent. Palliative care programs in the St. Louis metro-

politan area have grown over the last 10 years, are willing

to share experiences, discuss ethical considerations and

forgo the usual competitiveness that exists between many

other hospital-based programs. 

Two recent national events have advanced hospital-

based palliative care programs. The American Board of

Medical Specialties conducted the first certifying exami-

nation for physicians in hospice and palliative care medi-

cine; and the Joint Commission announced its plan to

certify hospital palliative care programs (final details of

certification were to be published in July 2011).

Missouri Baptist Palliative Care Program

I want to describe the features of a successful Pallia-
tive Care program that has been developed at Missouri
Baptist Medical Center. We used the organizational ap-
proach and concepts of care and training promoted by
the Center to Advance Palliative Care (CAPC) and the
training and education programs of EPEC (Education in
Palliative and End-of-Life Care for Oncology – EPEC™
Project) for physicians and the End-of-Life Nursing Edu-
cation Consortium (ELNEC) for nurses. Our goal was to
establish a service with a high degree of reliability and
credibility. 

We recently completed a one-year mentorship through
CAPC which enhanced our ability to collect and analyze
data. We have grown from 327 patients seen in 2003, our
first year, to over 1,050 individuals served in 2010. The
CAPC mentorship provided an opportunity to compare
our services to a benchmark palliative care program at
the Medical College of Wisconsin.

Important components of the Palliative Care Program
at Missouri Baptist include:

• Early in our program's history we published a Pallia-
tive Care Resource Manual (available on the BJC web-
site - http://www.bjc.org/?id=2232&sid=1) which
provides primary caregivers information about the
general approach to palliative care, symptom man-
agement and community resources. Concurrently, we
initiated palliative care teaching conferences and med-
ical grand rounds presentations. 

• Nurse specialists developed a consultative model for
patients, families and critical care units, the MBMC

Palliative Care in St. Louis 2011
Programs grow throughout the area; elements of one successful program
By Gary A. Ratkin, MD
Palliative Care Program, Missouri Baptist Medical Center

Gary A. Ratkin,
MD
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emergency department, hospitalists, primary care and
specialty physicians and inpatient nurses and social
workers. 

• Physician acceptance of a palliative care team effort has
been widespread and has led to rapid growth in con-
sultations in our medical center. Our hospitalists have
become partners in all palliative care efforts. 

• We offered communication skills training for health
care professionals on our medical and nursing staffs to
enhance the ability of physicians and nurses to assist
patients and family members in goal setting, end-of-
life decision-making and effectively documenting the
decisions that individual patients have made.

• We have provided palliative care education for nurses,
care managers and social workers to deliver optimal in-
patient palliative care.

• Our hospital administration support has supported and
facilitated the necessary training, providing resources
and developing policies and procedures that allow ef-
ficient implementation of the palliative care program.

• We partnered our inpatient palliative care program with
the BJC Hospice and Supportive Care program to coor-
dinate outpatient care services.

• A medical director provides direction for the palliative
care program and advocates on behalf of the program
to the medical and administrative leadership. A multi-
disciplinary oversight committee participates in all de-
cisions about palliative care in partnership with the
hospital's Ethics Committee.

• We have developed electronic Palliative Care Consult
Summaries for the health care systems’ medical record
that have been useful for discharge planning, readmis-
sion evaluations and emergency room visits. Docu-
mentation of patient's decisions, advance directives
and code levels allows us to communicate effectively
with the medical and nursing staff at MBMC and
throughout the health care system. 

• We collect and analyze data on palliative care patients'
needs, services provided and resources required. 

• We developed a four-bed inpatient Palliative Care unit,
with funds provided by donors to serve the specialized
needs of patients in a progressive phase of their illness. 

• Our educational and training programs as well as the
CAPC mentorship have been provided by multiple
grants from The Men's Group Against Cancer.
We conclude that palliative care programs depend on

three principles:

1. Symptom control throughout a chronic illness is a

basic tenet of palliative care. 

2. Patient autonomy and involvement in the determi-
nation of goals of care is critical. To accomplish patient-
centered goals, a realistic discussion about prognosis
must occur. In addition, ongoing discussions about
advance directives, appropriate level and location of
treatment facilities and care, and available nursing
resources will facilitate the required documentation and
coordination.

3. Inpatient care must focus on outpatient disposition
from the time of admission. Once the patient's needs and
desires are understood and documented, a discharge
plan can be best developed to address those imperatives
most effectively and, in turn, reduce readmissions.

Gary A. Ratkin, MD, is medical director of the Palliative
Care Program at Missouri Baptist Medical Center. He can

be reached at gar0347@bjc.org.

• • •

”“Patients with chronic heart, lung and renal diseases, neurologic disorders
and metastatic cancer deserve a patient-centered approach to palliative

care and support from the time of diagnosis to the end of life.
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The St. Louis Metropolitan Medical Society Timeline
1835
Christmas Day,
seven St. Louis
physicians meet at
the Masonic Hall
to discuss the need
for a medical 

society

1836
January 7, 
constitution
adopted and 
officers elected.
Dr. Bernard Farrar
is elected first president

1837
The Medical Society
of Missouri at 
St. Louis is 
incorporated

1840
Demands that death 
certificates and burial permits
be kept in proper order

1837
Society successfully
petitions Saint Louis
University to establish
medical faculty

1840
St. Louis sends delegates to
a national convention of
medical societies and col-
leges that led to the 1847
formation of the 
American Med-
ical Association

1850

Celebrating 175 Years:Celebrating 175 Years:

1854
1860

1874
Obtains state 
law requiring 
that only graduates
of medical schools
could issue 
prescriptions

1874 1877

Ordinance prohibit-
ing adulteration of
milk supply prepared
and supported

1896
To help prevent 
tuberculosis, pressed for
measures culminating in
stronger sanitation laws
and the establishment of
tuberculosis sanatoriums

1903

1922

Society 
committee confers
with city Board of
Health to determine
means of obtaining
better vital statistics
records 1850

Amidst a cholera
epidemic, demands
that strenuous 
efforts be made to
rid the streets of
sewage and filth

Campaign
yields official
rebuke of
“counter pre-
scribing” pharmacist and
unauthorized commercial-
ism in refilling prescriptions

Backs city health commissioner
in working for a city sewer
system and other sanitation
measures

Works for new city
charter that would
take City Hospital 
and City Dispensary
from political control

St. Louis County
Medical Society
forms with 20
charter members

Women’s
Auxiliary
forms

1926

New headquar-
ters opens at
3839 Lindell
Blvd. providing
space for growing library and
larger meeting facilities

1935

St. Louis Medical-
Dental Services Bureau
established providing
payment plans for 
persons of modest
means to pay off
medical and dental bills

1936

Instrumental in 
formation of 
Group Hospital 
Service, Inc., 
which later 
became Blue 
Cross

Photos for 1850, 1854, 1869, 1877 and 1913 are courtesy of Becker Medical Library, Washington University School of Medicine.
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The St. Louis Metropolitan Medical Society Timeline
Medical Society 
Members Serving 
as AMA President

1841
Medical 
pioneer
William
Beaumont
serves as 
president

1840
1841

Expels member
for quackery

Celebrating 175 Years:Celebrating 175 Years:

1860

1905
Medical Society
moves to 3523
Pine St. and shares
occupancy with 
St. Louis Medical 
Library Association, an independ-
ent organization formed in 1839

1937

1861-    
65

1869

1843
Society petitions Mayor
and Common Council
to permit the Society 
to supply a rotating 
professional staff for 
the city’s hospitals

1845
Society 
membership
reaches 150

Medical Society
nearly 
dissolves
during the 
Civil War

Cooperative 
agreement
with the 
St. Louis 
Public School Library to
help maintain a medical
library

Society takes 
a position
against 
substandard
medical schools

1871

1913
Works with City
Health Commissioner
Max Starkloff, MD, to
wrest municipal hospitals 
from political control

1936

Medical Society 
Centennial celebration
held

County Society
establishes its
first office at
14 S. Central
in Clayton

1957

Charles A. Pope, MD, 1854            

Elisha H. Gregory, MD, 1887

John T. Hodgen, MD, 1881

Celebrating 175 Years of Organized Medicine

Photos for 1850, 1854, 1869, 1877 and 1913 are courtesy of Becker Medical Library, Washington University School of Medicine.
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The St. Louis Metropolitan
Medical Society Timeline

Celebrating 175 Years:

1965
St. Louis Medical
Museum opens with
exhibits on medical
pioneers, early in-
struments and techniques of 
medicine, along with National 
Museum of Quackery

1970
Forms Bi-State Interagency
Council on Smoking and
Health in cooperation with
the American Heart Associ-
ation, the American Lung
Association and the 
American Cancer Society

1980

Campaigns 
for centralized
911system 
and mandatory
seat belt laws

1979
St. Louis Medical 
Society and St. Louis
County Medical 
Society merge to 
form St. Louis 
Metropolitan
Medical Society

Medical
Museum is
donated to
St. Louis
Science
Center

1985 1986

Society has 2,700
members; library
contains more
than
70,000
volumes

Rare book collection
placed on loan to
Washington 
University
Bernard Becker
Medical 
Library

1989

1993
Auxiliary
changes name 
to Alliance

AMA 
Conventions
in St. Louis

1854

1886

1910

1922

1939

1978

Celebrating 175 Years:

2005

Tort reform 
passes 
the Missouri 
Legislature

2005
Moves office to 680 Craig Rd.
in Creve Coeur and sells 
Lindell Blvd. building that 
had been the Society’s head-
quarters for almost 80 years
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Use of E-Mail for Physician-Patient
Communication Increasing Slowly
Web portals provide security; users enthusiastic about advantages
By Jim Braibish, St. Louis Metropolitan Medicine

E
-mail is slowly catching on as a way for physi-

cians to communicate with patients. Those who

use it say it is a big success. 

However, the implementation of patient-physician e-

mail is challenged by the need to overcome security is-

sues as well as concerns about e-mail volume and

uncompensated time. 

A 2010 survey by CompTIA shows that 21% of physi-

cians nationally allow patients to e-mail or text health-

related information. Also, 24% say their practices have

Web portals that patients can use to access and print

forms and other information, and 10% say they have

portals that allow patients to view their medical

records. 

Enthusiastic E-Mail User

Raymond Weick, MD, a family physician with Mercy

Clinic in Wildwood, embraces e-mail enthusiastically.

More than half of his patients are signed up for Mercy’s

Web portal, MyMercy. The portal gives patients the abil-

ity to communicate with their physicians by secure

messaging as well as view test results and schedule ap-

pointments online. The patient signs up for the Web

portal and accesses it using a login and password. Dr.

Weick does not use his ‘mercy.net’ e-mail for patient

communications, just the MyMercy Web portal.

“I receive about 6 to 10 messages a day. Often it’s fol-

low up from an office visit. They provide follow-up read-

ings or ask questions about their test results.

Sometimes the patient is just letting me know they’re

getting better. From my standpoint, I can comment on

test results and provide treatment guidance,” Dr. Weick

said.

He finds that e-mail reduces the number of tele-

phone calls, provides for clearer communications and

leaves a written record. This coincides with the results

reported in the American Journal of Managed Care, 2007,

finding that patients who use secure e-mail were 7 to 10

percent less likely to schedule an office visit and 14 per-

cent less likely to contact their physician by phone,

compared to those not using online services.

Dr. Weick shared a story of how he managed a case

with a patient who was on business in New York whose

pain was worsening. Via Web portal messaging he was

able to advise the patient that based on the test results

he did not need to go to an emergency room in New

York but could complete his business and have surgery

to correct his issue immediately when he arrived home.

“If I had to practice the way we did before the portal,

I would be dissatisfied,” Dr. Weick said. “In our office

we often say we wish more patients were signed up for

MyMercy.”

About 150,000 patients are signed up for MyMercy

across the four-state area served by the Mercy system.

SSM has a similar portal, MyChart, which also allows

patients to view test results, communicate with their

physicians and schedule appointments online. My-

Chart also offers an application for the iPhone and

iPad. Just over eight percent of SSM patients are active

users. Washington University Physicians is expanding

its Web portal this fall to include test results and e-mail

features.

The California health maintenance organization

Kaiser Permanente says the use of secure physician-pa-
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tient messaging produces statistically significant im-

provement in patient outcomes. Results of a 2010 sur-

vey of 35,000 patients making 630,000 e-mail

communications over a two-month period showed a 2.0

to 6.5 percentage-point increase improvement in

glycemic, cholesterol and blood pressure screening and

control.

Security Concerns

The major challenge in e-mail is protecting the con-

fidentiality of doctor-patient communication about per-

sonal medical issues over a medium that is subject to

hackers, viruses, unintended recipients and other

threats. Using a standard e-mail messaging system is

no more secure than sending a fax, and can expose the

practice to virus-laden attachments from outsiders.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act (HIPAA) requires that privacy and security regula-

tions apply to e-mail communications containing per-

sonal health information. 

Experts advise several routes to secure e-mail. One

is setting up encryption which uses the regular e-mail

system but requires messages to be opened with a

password. Web portals such as MyMercy require pa-

tients to log in to a website and are more patient-

friendly, similar to how they would access a bank

account online. Portals are available to more than just

the large health systems – most electronic health

records system offer a Web portal feature, so practices

implementing EHR can also consider the portal.

Also advised is that practices create e-mail policies.

The policy typically advises patients that e-mails will

be responded to within 48 hours on business days; for

more urgent requests the patient should call the office

or visit an emergency room. Other topics to cover in the

policy include how confidentiality is protected, what

subjects can be addressed in e-mail, the in-office pro-

cedures for how e-mails are handled and what staff

members will be reviewing the messages, and how the

e-mail will become part of the patient’s record.

In its Guidelines for Physician-Patient Electronic

Communications, the AMA says, “E-mail is especially

useful for information the patient would have to com-

mit to writing. Examples include addresses and tele-

phone numbers of other facilities to which the patient

is referred; test results with interpretations and advice;

instructions on how to take medications or apply dress-

ings; and pre-and postoperative instructions.”

Krista Luckey contributed research for this article.

• • •

Resources

AMA Guidelines for Physician-Patient 
Electronic Communications
http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/about-
ama/our-people/member-groups-
sections/young-physicians-section/advocacy-
resources/guidelines-physician-patient-
electronic-communications.page

Modern Medicine Article on Physician-Patient
E-Mail, June 2011
http://www.modernmedicine.com/modern
medicine/Modern+Medicine+Now/Email-and-
your-patients/ArticleStandard/Article/
detail/726070

Pediatrics Article on Security, Privacy 
Concerns, 2004
http://aappolicy.aappublications.org/cgi/
reprint/pediatrics;114/1/317.pdf
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